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ABSTRACT

We use the exceptional set of strong ground motion records obtained during one of the largest aftershocks ($M_L = 5.0$) of the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake to study the time history of rupture on a kilometric size fault. We apply single crack, composite cracks, and dislocation earthquake models to simulate the source and calculate the ground velocity and acceleration at the recording sites. The best fit to the data is obtained for a crack-like source where rupture is initiated at one edge and expands circularly over the fault. The stress drop inferred is 720 bars, and the fractured area has a diameter of about 1 km. The fault is vertical and strikes in the N320°E direction. This simple model explains surprisingly well the amplitudes and waveforms of the ground velocities and accelerations recorded in the near-source region during the event.

INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Aki (1968) and Haskell (1969), numerical simulations of ground motion records obtained at proximity of earthquake faults have become an important tool in investigating the rupture process of earthquakes. One important result of these studies is that relatively simple source models explain well the low-frequency part of the records obtained for several events (e.g., Heaton and Helmberger, 1978; Archuleta and Day, 1980; Bouchon, 1982; Bernard and Madariaga, 1984).

The remarkable set of near-source records obtained during one of the largest aftershocks ($M_L = 5.0$) of the 1979 Imperial Valley, California, earthquake allows a detailed study of the rupture history of an earthquake with kilometric-size fault. This event was studied by Liu and Helmberger (1985), who inferred it to be a complex rupture and modeled it as the superposition of two double-couple point sources having different mechanisms. We shall use here current earthquake models to simulate the source, and we shall compute the resulting ground velocity and acceleration at the recording sites. By comparing the results obtained with the observations, we shall try to discriminate between source models.

DATA

The event studied occurred at 23:19 on 15 October 1979. The hypocentral location is (Spudich and Cranswick, 1984): $32°46.39'N$, $115°25.63'W$, and 9.28 km depth (Fig. 1). The resulting ground accelerations were recorded by 16 accelerographs located at epicentral distances ranging from 8 to 25 km and providing a good azimuthal coverage (Porcella et al., 1982).

Ground velocities obtained after integration of the accelerograms and after rotation of the horizontal traces into transverse and radial components are displayed in Figure 2. Most of the traces start during the arrival of the $P$-wave pulse, except for six stations (E06, E08, E09, EDA, HVP, and BCR) which were still triggered by the main shock when the aftershock occurred. The major arrival on the horizontal
components corresponds to the direct S wave. Because of the low shear-wave and compressional-wave velocities near the surface (Porcella, 1984), an almost total decoupling takes place between the P- and S-wave pulses which are present only on the vertical and on the horizontal components, respectively. We shall take advantage of this decoupling and restrict the present study to the modeling of the S wave. The vertical velocity records (not shown here) are characterized by a frequency content much higher than the horizontal ones. This complex high-frequency character of the P wave is typical of near-source records obtained for strike-slip earthquakes in California. Cranswick and Muller (1985) suggest that their high frequencies partly reflect the effect of the water table, while Liu and Helmberger (1985) invoke low $Q_s$ to explain this observation.
Fig. 2. Transverse (a) and radial (b) ground velocities obtained by integration of the accelerograms.
The first-motion directions of the direct $S$ waves in the horizontal plane are all consistent with a mechanism of right-lateral strike slip on a plane oriented approximately in the direction of the surface fault trace (N320°E to N323°E). Furthermore, the stations that are symmetrically situated with respect to the fault trace (for instance E03 and E11) have nearly equal peak horizontal amplitudes. Assuming symmetric structure, one may thus expect that the fault plane has a dip close to the vertical.

The data display a very clear directivity effect. As shown by Liu and Helmberger (1985), the width of the $SH$ pulse on the transverse component presents a well marked azimuthal variation. The duration of this pulse, which is related to the rupture time, is maximum at the stations located to the southeast of the epicenter and minimum at those located to the northwest. This indicates that the rupture propagated mostly in the northwest direction.

**CRUSTAL STRUCTURE**

The crustal velocity structure of the Imperial Valley region is known from an extensive refraction survey conducted in the region during 1979 (Fujs et al., 1982). The data, which have been studied by McMechan and Mooney (1980) and Fujs et al. (1982), show that the structure around the Imperial fault is nearly tabular and that a strong velocity gradient is present in the 5 km thick sedimentary cover. Our velocity model, presented in Figure 3, is based on these studies and approximates the velocity gradient by 10 layers 500 m thick. The low, shallow shear-wave velocity considered comes from geotechnical investigations at the recording sites (Porcella, 1984).

![Velocity model used to represent the Imperial Valley structure. This model is derived from studies by Fujs et al. (1982).](image)
The Q model that we use is based on studies of spectral attenuation (Singh et al., 1982; Archuleta and Bouchon, 1984):

\[
0 < Z < 5 \text{ km} \quad Q_s = 80 \quad Q_p = 100 \\
Z > 5 \text{ km} \quad Q_s = 120 \quad Q_p = 200
\]

**Point Source Model**

We first present the solution for a point source located at the hypocentral depth (9.3 km). The method of calculation uses the discrete wavenumber representation of the wave field (Bouchon and Aki, 1977; Bouchon, 1981) combined with the reflectivity of the medium (Kennett and Kerry, 1979). We tested many different mechanisms and obtained the best fit for a right-lateral strike slip on a vertical plane oriented in the N320°E direction and for a seismic moment \( M_0 = 2.0 \times 10^{23} \) dyne-cm. Except for the composite model we will use this seismic moment for each one of our source models.

The calculated transverse ground velocities are compared to the data in Figure 4. Although the amplitudes are relatively well reproduced (except for stations close to a node of radiation), the point-source model cannot describe the major characteristics of the rupture. In particular, the effects of directivity and spatial extent of the source are not present in the synthetics.

One may notice the high amplitude of synthetics at the two stations the farthest away from the source: BRA and E01. These large amplitudes are related to the arrival of the wave reflected on the interface located below the source at 11 km depth, which arrives just after the direct S wave. As this phase is absent from the data, we slightly modify the velocity model for the following calculations by lowering this interface to 12.5 km.

**Geometry and Static Characteristics of the Rupture**

Because of the small extent of the source, it is not possible to determine independently the source dimensions and the rupture velocity. The rupture duration, however, may be estimated from the width of the SH pulse. If we consider the pulse durations at stations E03 (0.3 s) and CXO (0.4 s) (Liu and Helmberger; 1985) located symmetrically to the northeast and southwest with respect to the source and assume a unilateral rupture propagation, one obtains a rupture duration of 0.35 sec. By combining this value with the range of rupture velocities generally accepted (0.75\( V_s = 2.44 \text{ km/s} < V_r < 0.9V_s = 2.92 \text{ km/s} \), where \( V_s \) denotes the shear-wave velocity), one gets a fault length between 0.8 and 1.1 km. We shall retain a fault length of 1 km and a rupture velocity of 2.8 km/s. The choice of other values within the specified ranges would not change the results significantly.

Using the seismic moment inferred with the point-source model one then obtains the average slip on the fault:

\[
D = \frac{M_0}{\mu S} = 86 \text{ cm}
\]

This value may seem surprisingly high for an earthquake of this magnitude. We shall discuss later its implications.

**Velocity Modeling**

The point-source model provides quantitative estimates of the source strength and orientation but yields little information on the rupture process itself, for which
extended source models are required. We shall consider three types of extended sources: a uniform dislocation, a circular crack, and a composite model made up of several circular cracks.

In all the models considered, the rupture initiates at 9.3 km depth and takes place on a vertical plane oriented N320°E. The fault is represented by an array of 400 (20 × 20) double-couple points equally spaced at 50 m intervals in the horizontal
and vertical directions. The calculations are made for frequencies spanning the interval [0–10 Hz].

Dislocation Model

The fault is represented by a square of 1 km side. In order to account for the rupture propagation toward the northwest, the hypocenter is located at the southeast edge of the fault halfway between the shallowest and the deepest extremities of the fault. The rupture propagates radially at a velocity of 2.8 km/sec. The slip time dependence at each point of the fault is a smooth ramp function given by (Bouchon, 1981):

\[ f(t) = 0.5(1 + a \tan(t/t_0)) \]

The best overall fit at the 16 stations is obtained for a rise time \( t_0 \) of 0.12 sec (Fig. 5).

Transverse Component. The agreement between the calculated and the observed amplitudes is good except at stations E05, E06, and E07. We shall leave aside station E06, which presents specific characteristics attributed to site effects (Mueller and Boore, 1981; Archuleta, 1982) for all the events recorded. As such effects are not taken into account in our simulation, we shall remove this station from the data/synthetics comparisons. The stations located in the direction of rupture propagation have a calculated amplitude larger than the observed one. This discrepancy may arise from several causes. (1) A rupture velocity too high that would increase the directivity factor. A change of rupture velocity, however, has little effect on the amplitudes because of the small spatial extent of the fault. (2) A poor determination of the mechanism. A change in the dip of the fault would mostly affect the amplitude at the stations located in the vicinity of the fault trace both in front (E05, E06, E07) and behind (CXO, BCR) the rupture. The tests carried out show that the introduction of a dip component deteriorates the fit at stations CXO and BCR. (3) An erroneous position of the hypocenter relative to the fault plane. We shall see later that a new hypocentral position yields a correct estimation of the amplitude at the stations located in the direction of rupture propagation.

The poor fit at station E04 seems to be due to another cause. This station is exactly symmetrical to station E10 with respect to the fault trace. It should thus display, like station E10, a small amplitude due to the proximity of the nodal plane. Because of the rapid amplitude variation near the nodal plane, however, this discrepancy may reflect the presence of slight lateral heterogeneities in the medium.

The agreement between calculated and observed waveforms is generally good at all the stations. The low-frequency \( SH \) pulses at stations CXO and BCR are well modeled.

Radial Component. The fit on the radial component is not as good as on the transverse component, as might be expected because of the possibility of converted phases. At all the stations close to nodal planes, the amplitudes of the synthetics are less than those observed on the data, as discussed above. At stations distant from nodal planes the amplitudes and waveforms are well reproduced by the synthetics.

Circular Crack Model

We now represent the faulting process as an expanding circular crack. The dynamic characteristics of this model derived from fracture physics have been
Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between the observed ground velocities (top) and the velocities calculated with the dislocation model (bottom): transverse component. (b) Comparison between the observed ground velocities (top) and the velocities calculated with the dislocation model (bottom): radial component.
Fig. 5. (Continued)
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obtained by Madariaga (1976) in the case where the rupture is initiated at the center of the crack, and these results have been generalized to the case of an asymmetric rupture by Virieux and Madariaga (1982). The fault-slip history inferred from these studies can be described approximately by analytical expressions. Such representations have been used to model the radiation from “crack models” of the earthquake source (Bouchon, 1978; Boatwright, 1980; Archuleta and Hartzell, 1981; Campillo, 1983).

The model is schematically represented in Figure 6. Rupture is initiated at the edge of the circular fault and propagates toward the center of the fault with a velocity \( \dot{v}_r \). At each instant the rupture front is represented by a circle. The slip \( D \) at each point of the fault is described by:

\[
\frac{D(\vec{r}, t)}{D_0} = 0, \quad t < t_0(r)
\]

\[
\frac{D(\vec{r}, t)}{D_0} = \sqrt{\frac{v_r^2 t^2}{\bar{v}_r^2} - \frac{r^2}{\bar{v}_r^2}}, \quad t_0(r) < t < t_1
\]

\[
\frac{D(\vec{r}, t)}{D_0} = \sqrt{\frac{v_r^2 t_1^2}{\bar{v}_r^2} - \frac{r^2}{\bar{v}_r^2}}, \quad t > t_1
\]

with

\[
t_0(r) = \frac{r}{\bar{v}_r}, \quad t_1 = \frac{R}{\bar{v}_r}, \quad \bar{v}_r = \frac{V_r}{2}
\]

and where \( D_0 \) is the final displacement at the center of the crack and \( R \) denotes the final crack radius.

In this model, the origin of the \( \vec{r} \) vector at each instant is the center of the circle representing the position of the rupture front.

The radius of the crack considered is 500 m, and the final slip at the center is taken equal to \((\frac{\bar{v}_r}{2})D\) (dislocation) = 1.35 m, so that the crack and the dislocation

![Fig. 6. (a) Geometry of the asymmetric crack model used to simulate the propagation of the rupture on the fault. The different circles represent the position of the rupture front at successive times. (b) Growth of the slip on the crack: the broken lines display the evolution of the slip at equal time intervals. The scale is arbitrary.](image)
FIG. 7. (a) Comparison between the observed ground velocities (top) and the velocities calculated with the crack model (bottom): transverse component. (b) Comparison between the observed ground velocities (top) and the velocities calculated with the crack model (bottom): radial component.
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FIG. 7. (Continued)
models have the same seismic moment. Unlike the dislocation model, the rise time at each point of the fault is governed by the size of the source. For example, the rise time at the center of the fault is equal to 0.35 sec. The horizontal velocities obtained are compared with the data in Figure 7a (transverse) and b (radial). The synthetics are close in both amplitude and waveform to those produced by the dislocation. This similarity is due to the small spatial extent of the source (1 km). The shortest wavelengths considered in the calculation (about 300 m) are about one third of the source dimension, so that the major difference between the two models, namely the spatial variation of the slip time function in the case of a crack, is not well described. The crack model is thus seen as a dislocation.

Fig. 8. Geometry of the multiple crack model considered (top) and resulting transverse ground velocity (bottom).
Composite Model

Large and intermediate size earthquakes are often described as a cascade of individual events occurring on the same fault plane within a short time span (Kanamori and Stewart, 1978; Aki, 1979). In order to test this possibility for the event studied here, we represent the source by an array of four circular cracks having a radius of 250 m each (Fig. 8). This model is based on the work of Das and Aki (1977) and Papageorgiou and Aki (1983). The rupture is initiated at the center of the upper southeastern crack and propagates radially to the other cracks at a velocity of 2.8 km/sec. The final displacement at the center of each crack is 130 cm, which corresponds to a seismic moment smaller ($M_o = 8.10^{22}$ dyne-cm) than that of the two previous models.

The transverse velocities are presented in Figure 8. They are characterized by a higher frequency content than the previous simulations and the data. These high frequencies represent the stopping phases emitted by each crack. The individual pulses associated with these phases are clearly seen in the simulation of the station BCR.

Simulation of the Ground Acceleration

We use the circular crack model previously described (Fig. 6) to calculate the accelerations. We have observed earlier on the velocity simulations that all the models we considered overestimate the amplitudes at the stations located in the direction of rupture propagation. As the efficiency of radiation is maximum in such a direction, the location of the hypocenter on the edge of the fault must mostly influence the amplitude at the northwestern stations. For this reason we tested three hypocentral locations (Fig. 9a). The transverse accelerations produced at stations E05 and BCR for these three positions are shown in Figure 9b. The best

*Fig. 9.* Comparison of the transverse accelerations calculated for three hypocentral positions with the observed accelerations at stations E05 and BCR.
trade-off in amplitude between these two stations located in widely different azimuths corresponds to an hypocentral location in the upper part of the fault (hypocenter 3).

The transverse and radial ground accelerations calculated with this model are compared in Figure 10 with the data low-pass filtered below 10 Hz. On the transverse component, the fit in amplitude is good at all the stations except E04, which is located near a nodal plane. The directivity effect on peak accelerations is well reproduced. The acceleration waveforms and amplitudes are remarkably well simulated at stations HVP and E11 on the transverse component. These two stations are located almost normally to the fault with respect to the source. This provides them the “best view” of the rupture process and a least sensitivity to directivity. Moreover, these two are the ones for which the seismic rays travel the shortest distance in the fault zone, a region likely to be heterogeneous.

FIG. 10. Comparison between the recorded accelerations low-pass filtered at 10 Hz (upper traces) and the accelerations produced by the crack model (lower traces).
FIG. 11. Results of the different inversions of fault slip performed for the Imperial Valley earthquake. The position of the event is indicated on each drawing by a black dot (after Bernard, 1987). a: Olson and Apsel (1982); b: Hartzell and Helmberger (1982); c, d, e: Hartzell and Heaton (1983); f: Archeuleta (1984).

On the radial component, the agreement is not as good as for the transverse component for the reasons previously discussed.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

This study shows that a very localized crack-like rupture occurring on the Imperial fault (strike = N320°E, dip = 90°) and extending over an area of about 1 km²,
associated with an average slip of approximately 90 cm, explains the horizontal accelerations recorded at 16 stations around the fault.

The aftershock studied is located on the Imperial fault, in a zone where all the inversion results obtained for the main shock (Olson and Apsel, 1982; Hartzell and Helmberger, 1982; Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; Archuleta, 1984) indicate that large fault slip occurred during the earthquake (Fig. 11). This would imply that, in this zone, the stress drop caused by the main shock was relatively high. Hartzell and Helmberger (1982), for instance, estimate it at 200 bars. In this context, our event would correspond to a very localized area of higher strength which was not immediately broken at the passage of the rupture front of the earthquake. The stress relaxation around this part of the fault would then have resulted in a local increase of the tectonic stress, which would have led rapidly to the rupture. It thus seems logical that the fault slip associated with the aftershock is of the same order as the one which took place during the main shock. It is possible to estimate the corresponding stress drop:

$$\Delta \sigma = \frac{7 \pi D_0}{24 \mu R} \approx 720 \text{ bars}$$

The major results of this study are (1) the source of the event considered is surprisingly simple in the frequency range [0–10 Hz], and (2) the ground velocities and accelerations produced can be simulated numerically by representing the fault as a unique crack-like rupture.

Using an extended source, it is not necessary to invoke, as did Liu and Helmberger (1985), a combination of two lagged point sources with a change in mechanism. Moreover, our mechanism is in agreement with the one determined by Zollo and Bernard (1989) using a polarization inversion technique.

Because of the small spatial extent of the fault, this data set does not resolve the issue of whether the crack model or the dislocation model is a better representation of the source. Discrimination between crack model and dislocation model would require near-source data from intermediate or large size earthquakes.
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